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Net Neutrality: No Demilitarized Zone
John R. Joyce, Ph.D.

Internet regulation in the
United States is potentially facing a major change. FCC Internet Neutrality rules1–7 —
also referred to as Net Neutrality rules — currently apply, but thanks to pressure
from Internet Service Providers (ISP), legislators and recent court rulings,8 that
might change.
You have undoubtedly heard the term Net Neutrality before, but may be at a loss
regarding what it means or what its implications are. At the risk of over simplifying
things, Net Neutrality means that ISPs must treat all of the traffic passing through
their network the same. In effect, they are being treated and regulated as a public
utility, though they are not currently classified as one, which is just providing a
connection service without regard to the kind of traffic that passes through their
'pipes.' Packets are handled the same, no matter what type they are or who they
are from or to. A number of providers want to prioritize the traffic over their network
based, initially at least, on the rate you pay.
As many aspects of Net Neutrality are easier to understand with a visual
presentation, I strongly suggest that you take 11 minutes to watch this explanatory
video on YouTube created by mathemusician Vi Hart.9 The non-technical analogies
presented help clarify the issues involved, and may just get your ire up. For those
with a taste for a more satiric explanation, you might find the presentations by John
Oliver on Last Week Tonight10 or Stephen Colbert on the Colbert Report11,12 cut
through some of the subterfuge surrounding the issue. While both men are primarily
comedians, they seem to have a good grasp of what is going on. The later of
Colbert's clips includes an interview with Professor Tim Wu, who originally coined
the term 'Net Neutrality.' The response to John Oliver's impassioned plea for people
to provide comments to the FCC regarding their proposed rule changes resulted in
the FCC site going down. While it was initially claimed that the FCC site was
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attacked, apparently the FCC's 17-year-old Web site was simply overloaded with
responses.13 According to Tim Wu, “The John Oliver video on Net Neutrality has
rendered every other explanation obsolete...”.14 In the past 30 days, 115,211
comment have been filed on the FCC comment site, far more than for any other
topic.15
You will hear many proponents of eliminating Network Neutrality refer to being able
to charge more for access to 'fast lanes' on their network. Listening to them, you
get the impression that these fast lanes will not slow down any other traffic on their
network. That is, at best, a half truth, as a given network segment can only carry a
given maximum amount of traffic. If there is sufficient band-width available on the
network, this fast lane should not significantly impede other traffic on the network.
However, if the network is congested, then prioritizing the fast lane will result in the
creation, unintentional or not, of a corresponding slow lane. Instead of fast and
slow, lawyers for the cable companies prefer to refer to these as 'fast lanes' and
'hyper-speed lanes'.16
This situation can be viewed in a number of ways. For the suspicious-minded, it
might be taken as a way for the network providers to increase their fees, without
necessarily making any improvements in their network. While this might well work
in the short term, if network traffic continues to grow, it will eventually result in
these slow lanes being intolerably slow to consumers. At this point, people will be
motivated to find alternate network suppliers. Keep in mind that the slowdown
described above is the result of simple network congestion. However, in several
instances, network operators have been accused of deliberately slowing the traffic
of some content providers. What appears to be a high-visibility example of this is
the recent clash between Netflix and Comcast where Netflix accused Comcast of
degrading their traffic so that viewers encountered frequent buffering problems.17,18
In other instances, network providers have filtered out various types of packet
traffic, such as encrypted packets or BitTorrent packets.1
In some areas, finding an alternate network provider is likely to be a challenge, as
many municipalities have long had monopoly contracts with providers. A variety of
proposals have been made to eliminate this monopoly situation. Among others, it
has been suggested that the consumer be considered to own the 'last mile' of the
network connection, with all of a neighborhood's connections going to a provider
node served by a variety of vendors, so that the consumer could choose the vendor
they wanted to use.19 This proposal is somewhat analogous to where a home owner
is considered to own the water line from their meter into their house.
Net Neutrality encompasses more than just what is charged for your Internet
service. To be able to charge for different services, whether a Netflix movie or a call
on Skype, the network providers will need to perform a deeper scan of each
packets’ contents. Many are concerned that this will lead to more privacy issues.2,4
Additionally, eliminating Net Neutrality opens the door for censorship, in that you
may then have a large corporation, or other entity, controlling what information you
are able to receive. This aspect becomes even more critical as the percentage of
people obtaining their news primarily over the Internet increases.20 Senator Al
Franken, one of the major proponents of Net Neutrality in Congress, refers to Net
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Neutrality as “The Free Speech Issue Of Our Time”21 It is not just a consumer issue
either. Without Net Neutrality, many start-up business will not be able to compete
with large established companies, no matter how superior their products might
be.4,22–24
Digging beneath the surface brings to light a number of disquieting facts. How did
we get to this situation? In part it is due to how the Internet has evolved. However,
a lot of the blame can be traced back to 2002 when FCC Chairman Michael Powell
changed the classification of cable modem services from 'telecommunications
services' to 'information services.25 This reclassification severely reduced the FCC's
regulatory power over the network providers, as well as the FCC's ability to protect
our privacy.4 As an interesting side note, the chief lobbyist for the cable industry is
currently the same Michael Powell.25 The current FCC Chairman, Tom Wheeler, is
also a former cable and telecommunications top lobbyist.26 I don't know Mr.
Wheeler. He may well be able to separate those associations, but it does put him in
a difficult position. This position is further complicated by the fact that a number of
legislators have been pressuring Mr. Wheeler to NOT reclassify broadband as a
utility and to drop all attempts to reinstate Net Neutrality rules.27 Other legislators
have indicated that they plan to introduce bills that would forbid the FCC from
performing this reclassification.27
If you think that all of this is just hype and innuendo, consider the fact that some of
these network providers have been busy borrowing from the politicians bag of dirty
tricks. If you search the Web, you will see that there are a number of 'independent
consumer advocacy groups,' such as The American Consumer Institute and
Broadband for America, which are fighting against the policy of Net Neutrality.
However, on taking a peek behind the curtain, you will find that these are actually
examples of what is called Astroturfing.28 These organizations are actually being
bankrolled by some of the large cable companies,29 analogously to the fake voting
fraud group sites during the last presidential election. To sleaze things up even
more, it's recently been revealed that many of the organizations listed on their
membership roles had never heard of them,30 while others had joined, but only after
being misinformed as to the goal of the site.31 If these had been actual consumer
groups, they might find it hard to justify how “competition,” in the form of giant
mergers, has improved things for the consumers, as the average Internet cost in
the US is among the worlds highest, while our download speed is among the
slowest, even behind Estonia's (24.49 Mbps vs. 26.85 Mps)!32
In protest of the breach of Internet Neutrality, Kyle Drake of NeoCities has instituted
his Ferengi Plan.33 Basically, he has added code to his Web server that checks the
originating IP address of all requests it receives and, whenever it sees one from an
FCC IP address, it throttles the response to 28.8kbps modem speeds, so that they
can get a feel for what might happen. He has made this code freely available to
others and the idea appears to be gaining momentum. The FCC might well not
notice this protest at all, unless a heavy-hitter like Google or Bing signs on, but it is
a very visible indication of peoples feelings.
You can comment and check on the status of these and other FCC proceedings on
their HotDocket Web page, ECFS Express.15 The Open Internet, as the FCC likes to
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refer to it, is Proceeding 14-28 and the Comcast/TimeWarner merger is Proceeding
14-57. You can also submit comments via e-mail to openinternet@fcc.gov [1]. At
this point in time, the FCC is still accepting comments on their proposed Open
Internet rule changes through 15 July, followed by a reply comments period through
10 September. As these changes would affect everyone in one way or another,
whether consumer or business owner,34 it is incumbent on everyone to let the FCC
know your views. Write your congressmen as well, to block the onslaught of laws
gutting Internet Neutrality. It frequently amazes me as to how few physical letters
from citizens it takes to influence a political entity. Make sure that your voice
counts! As John Oliver says, "The cable companies have figured out the great truth
of America: if you want to do something evil, put it inside something boring.”10
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